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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [9], Griess considers a class of loops, called code loops, which have 
applicability to a construction of the monster and its nonassociative 
algebra (see [7]). These loops turn out to be Moufang loops which have 
a unique nonidentity commutator, a unique nonidentity associator, and a 
unique nonidentity square. Moufang loops with one or more of these 
properties also play an important role in the authors’ work on loops which 
have alternative loop rings [2-5, 81. For example, a nonassociative loop 
which has an alternative loop ring over a ring of characteristic different 
from two must be a Moufang loop with a unique nonidentity commutator 
and associator (which coincide). 
In this paper, we study Moufang loops with the properties in question. 
In Section 3, we concentrate on loops which have unique nonidentity com- 
mutators and/or associators and investigate some of their properties. In 
Section 4, we consider Moufang loops with a unique nonidentity square 
and show that these are exactly the code loops of Griess. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION 
A loop is a set, L, with a binary operation (denoted by juxtaposition or 
by . ) such that, given any two of the elements a, b, c, the equation a. b = c 
uniquely determines the third and such that there exists an identity element 
(denoted by 1). 







hold for all x, y, z in L. (Note that if both juxtaposition and . are used 
then the former takes precedence over the latter.) 
The Moufang identities are approximations to the associative law. 
Moufang loops are diassociative (that is, the subloop generated by any two 
elements is a group) and, in fact, if three elements x, y, z satisfy xy . z = 
x . yz then they generate an associative subloop, i.e., a subgroup (see [ 1, 
Moufang’s Theorem, p. 1171). 
If S is a set of elements in a loop L, then (S) will denote the subloop 
generated by S, that is, the intersection of all subloops which contain S. 
If x, y, z are elements of a Moufang loop L, the commutator (x, y) and 
the associutor (x, y, z) are respectively defined by 
XY = Y-44 Y) (4) 
(XYb = C~bZ)l(~> Y? z) (5) 
and the commutator (resp. associator) subloop L’ (resp. A(L)) is the 
subloop generated by all commutators (resp. associators) of elements in L. 
The order of an element x will be denoted by 1x1. 
The nucleus, N(L), of a Moufang loop L is the set of elements of L which 
associate with every pair of elements of L. That is, for n in N(L) and X, y 
in L, (n, x, y) = 1. The Moufang center, C(L), is the set of elements of L 
which commute with every element of L. The center, Z(L), is the inter- 
section of the nucleus and the Moufang center. 
Some special kinds of Moufang loops will be of interest in this paper. 
An extra loop is one in which the identity (xy . z)x = x(v. zx) holds. 
Extra loops may be characterized as Moufang loops in which the square of 
every element is in the nucleus (see [6]). 
To define a code loop, we first consider Z; as a vector space over the 
field Z,. For vectors u and v in Z;, let I(uII denote the number of nonzero 
coordinates of u and let U. v denote the number of positions in which the 
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coordinates of u and u are both nonzero (that is, since all coordinates of 
u and u are 0 or 1, 11 1) would be the usual norm squared and . the usual 
dot product if u and u were viewed as elements in R”). Let V be a doubly 
even. subspace of Z;, that is, one with the properties that, for all U, u in V, 
(i) llu]l is divisible by four 
(ii) 2.4. u is even. 
Let 4: I/x V+ Z, be such that, for all U, u, w  in k’, 
&(u, u) =(JuII 
4 
(mod 2) 
(iqu, u)+qqu, .,=fy (mod 2) (6) 
qqu, u) + qqu + u, w) + qb(u, w) + qqu, u + w) = c(u, u, w) (mod 2), 
where c(u, u, w) denotes the number of positions in which the coordinates 
of U, u, and w  are all nonzero. Finally, define a binary operation * on 
Z,x Vby 
(a, u) * (b, u) = (a + b + &u, u), u + u). (7) 
Then (Z, x V, *) is a loop with identity element (0,O). Loops which arise 
in this manner are called code loops (because V can be viewed as a doubly 
even code), and 4 is called a factor set. Griess proves that for any V satisfy- 
ing (i) and (ii) there exists a factor set satisfying (6) [9, Theorem lo], that 
#(u, 0) = #(O, U) = 0 for all u in V [9, Lemma 71, and that code loops are 
Moufang [9, Proposition 93. In this paper, we will show that code loops 
may be characterized as finite Moufang loops L for which IL21 < 2. 
The following lemma, which is exerpted from Lemma VII.5.5 of Bruck 
[l, p. 1251, will be used repeatedly in this paper. 
LEMMA 0. Zf G is a Moufang loop, then all or none of the following are 
identities in G: 
0) ttx, Y, z), x)= 1; 
(ii) tx, Y, (Y, z))= 1; 
(iii) (x, y, z)-’ =(x-l, y, z); 
(iv) (x, y, z))’ =(x-l, y-l, z-l); 
(v) (4 Y, z) = (4 v, z); 
(vi) (4 Y, z) = t-5 z, Y-‘); 
(vii) tx, Y, z) = tx, XY, z). 
481/130/2-8 
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[f these identities hold, then, for all integers n, so do 
(viii) (xn, y, z) = (x, y, z)” 
(ix) (xv, z) = (4 z)((x, ~1, Y)(Y, z)b, Y, z13. 
3. LOOPS WITH A UNIQUE NONTRIVIAL ASSOCIATOR AND/OR COMMUTATOR 
If x, y, and z are elements of a Moufang loop L, then, since (x, y, z) = 
<Z,& Y> = (x,z, y) = (x-l, y, z) = (x, xy, z), it follows from 
Moufang’s Theorem that (x, y, z), (z, x, y), (x, z, y), (x-l, y, z), and 
(x, xy, z) either are all equal to 1 or else all differ from 1. Thus, if L has 
a unique nonidentity associator, then 
(-7 Y, z) = (z, x, Y) = (4 z, Y) = (x-l, Y, z) = (x, XY, z). 
In particular, equation (vii) of Lemma 0 is an identity in L, and so all the 
equations of Lemma 0 hold identically in L. 
LEMMA 1. If L is a Moufang loop with a unique nonidentity associator, 
f; then f 2 = 1, f E Z(L), L is an extra loop, and C(L) = Z(L). 
Proof: Choose u, v, and w  in L such that (u, u, w) =f: Then 
(u-l, v, w)= f and so, applying (iii) of LemmaO, f-l= (u, u, w)~’ = 
(u-l, u, w) =J This gives f 2 = 1. 
For any x, y in L, if (x, y, f) =A then, by the definition of associator, 
(xy) f = [x( yf)] f: Canceling first the f on the right, then the x on the left, 
and finally the y on the left, this yields f = 1, contrary to assumption. 
Hence (x, y, f) = 1 and so f E N(L). 
By (i) of Lemma 0, ((x, y, z), x) = 1 for all x, y, z in L. For x not in 
N(L), we can find y and z such that (x, y, z) =f: Hence, (f, x) = 1 for all 
x not in N(L). On the other hand, for n E N(L) and u 4 N, neither u nor zk 
is in N(L) so that u(nf) = (un)f = f(m) = (fu)n = (uf)n = U(fn) and 
hence, canceling u on the left, nf = fn. Thus f commutes with all elements 
of L. Combining this with f E N(L), we get f E Z(L). 
For x, y, z in L, it follows from (viii) that (x2, y, z) = (x, y, z)’ = 1 2 or 
f2. But f 2 = l2 = 1, so that x2 E N(L) for all x in L and L is an extra loop. 
Finally, if z E C(L) but z $ N(L), then there exist x, y in L such that 
(x, y,z)=(z,x, y)=(x,z, y)=f=f-l. But then (xy)z=z(xy)=(zx)y.f 
= (xz) y . f = x(zy) . f 2 = x(zy) =x( yz), a contradiction. Hence, every 
element of C(L) is contained in N(L) and hence in Z(L). Thus 
C(L) = Z(L). [ 
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COROLLARY 1. If a commutative Moufang loop has a unique nonidentity 
associator, then it is an abelian group. 
Proof The Moufang center, and hence the center, is the whole loop. 1 
LEMMA 2. Zf L is a Moufang loop, z E C(L), and z2 E N(L), then 
z E Z(L). 
Proof For any x, y in L, let a= (x, y, z)= [(z-‘y-‘)x-‘][(xy)z]. 
Then, by the Moufang identities and diassociativity, 
ax-’ = (z-ly-l){x-l[(xy)z]x-l} = (z-‘y-‘)[y(zx-l)] 
so that 
y(ax-‘) = [y(z-ly-‘) y](zx-‘)= (yz-‘)(zx-‘) 
=(z-ly)(x-lz)= [z-2(zy)](x-1z)=z-2{(zy)(x-1z)} 
=z -'.z(yx~1)z=z-2.z2(yx-l)= yx-1. 
But then ax-’ =x-l and so a = 1. Thus (x, y, z) = 1 for all x, y in L, so 
that z E N(L) and hence z E Z(L). 1 
COROLLARY 2. Zf L is a Moufang loop, z E C(L), and z2 = 1, then 
ZEZ(L). 
LEMMA 3. If L is a Moufang loop with a unique nonidentity commutator, 
e, then e2 = 1, e E Z(L), and, for all x, y, z in L, x2 E C(L) and (x, y, z)~ = 1 
or e. In addition, L is a nonassociative extra loop tf and only tf e is also the 
unique nonidentity associator in L. In this latter case x2 E Z(L) for all x 
in L. 
Proof: Let u, v be such that (u, v) = e. Then, since u and v do not com- 
mute,(v,u)#1so(v,u)=e.Butthen,e=(v,u)=(u,v)~’=e~‘;soe2=1. 
Also, for any x in L, if (x, e) # 1 then x-‘e-rxe = (x, e) = e, yielding e = 1, 
a contradiction. Hence (x, e) = 1 for all x in L, so e E C(L). But then, by 
Corollary 2, e E Z(L). Hence L’ = { 1, e} c Z(L); so (ii) of Lemma 0 holds 
identically for any x, y, z in L, and hence so does (ix). Since (x, z) is 
central, ((x, z), y) = 1 and so (ix) becomes 
(ix’) by, z) = b, z)(Y, z)(x, Y, z)‘. 
For y=x, this reduces to (x2, z)= (x, z)~= 1, so that x2~ C(L). For 
general x, y, z, (ix’) may be written in the form (x, y, z)~ = 
(z, Y)(z, X)(XY, z) = 1 or e. 
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If e is also the unique nonidentity associator in L, then L is an extra loop 
by Lemma 1. On the other hand, if L is extra, then, by (viii) of Lemma 0, 
for any x, y, z in L, (x, y, z)‘= (x2, y, z) = 1. But then, (x, y, z) = 
(x, y, z)~ = 1 or e, so that, if L is not a group, e is the unique nonidentity 
associator. Finally, since x2 is in both C(L) and N(L), x2 E Z(L). 1 
COROLLARY 3. Zf L is a Moufang loop with a unique nonidentity 
associator, f, and a unique nonidentity commutator, e, then f = e. 
Proof Choose U, u, w  in L with (u, u, w) =f: Then, since f' = 1 by 
Lemma 1, it follows from Lemma 3 that f = f’ = (u, v, w)’ = 1 or e, so that 
f=e. 1 
4. Loops WITH A UNIQUE NONTRIVIAL SQUARE 
Suppose L is a Moufang loop which has a unique nontrivial square, e. 
Then, since e* = e leads to the contradiction e = 1, we must have e* = 1. 
Also, for any x, y in L, (x, y)=x-‘y-‘xy = x-*(xY-~)* y*= 1 or e, so L 
is either commutative or else e is its unique nontrivial commutator. In par- 
ticular, since (x, e) = e again leads to the contradiction e = 1, (x, e) = 1 for 
all x in L. Hence e E C(L) and so, by Corollary 2, e E Z(L). For any x in 
L, since x2 = 1 or e, x2 E Z(L); so that L is an extra loop. If L is a com- 
mutative Moufang loop, then by Lemma VII.5.7 of [ 11, x3 E Z(L) and so 
x E Z(L) for all x in L, and so L is an abelian group. If L is not com- 
mutative, e is the unique nontrivial commutator of L. Since L is extra, it 
follows from Lemma 3 that e is also the unique nontrivial associator in L. 
We have now proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Zf L is a Moufang loop with a unique nonidentity square, e, 
then e2 = 1 and either L is an abelian group or else L’= A(L) = L2= 
{ 1, e} C Z(L). 
THEOREM 2. Zf L is a Moufang loop with L2 = { 1, e}, then, for all w, x, 
y, 2 in L, 
(XY, z) = (x9 YMYT z)(xv Y? z) (8) 
(W-T YT z) = (WY Y, z)(x, YY z). (9) 
Proof: If L is an abelian group, then (8) and (9) hold trivially. 
If L is not an abelian group, then, by Theorem 1, e* = 1 and L* = L’ = 
A(L)= (1, e} GZ(L). H ence, for any x, y, z in L, (x, y, z)~ = 1 and all 
commutators and associators are central. In particular, condition (i) of 
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Lemma 0 holds, so that (ix) holds. But (x, z) is central and (x, y, z)‘= 1, 
so that (ix) reduces to (8). 
Also, for any y, z in L, if R(y) denotes the right multiplication map 
a H uy, then R( y, z) = R(y) R(z) R( vz)- ’ is a pseudoautomorphism with 
companion (y, z) (see [ 1, Lemma VII.2.21). But (y, z) is central, so R(y, z) 
is an automorphism. That is, for any w, x in L, (wx) R(y, z) = 
[wR(y, z)][xR(y, z)]. Now, for any ZJ in L, uR(y, z)= [(uy)z](yz)-’ = 
[u(yz)(u, y, z)](yz)-’ = u(u, y, z), by the centrality of (u, y, z). Thus, 
(wx)(w Y, z) = Cw(w, Y, z)l [x(x, Y, 211 = (wx)(w, Y, z)(x, Y, ~1, again by 
the centrality of associators. Canceling wx, we obtain (9). 1 
Remark. By Moufang’s Theorem, if (x, y, z) # 1, then (x’, y’, z’) # 1 for 
any permutation x’, y’, z’ of x, y, z. Therefore, if L has a unique noniden- 
tity square (and hence a unique nonidentity associator), then (x’, y’, z’)’ 
(x, y, z). That is, the associator of three elements is independent of the 
order of the elements. Thus, (9) may be applied regardless of the position 
in which the product wx appears. For example, 
(Y, wx, z) = (Y, w, Z)(Y, 4 z). 
In the arguments which follow, we will frequently consider products of 
many loop elements. In order to minimize the extensive use of parentheses 
and brackets, we adopt the following convention: In the absence of 
parentheses and brackets to indicate otherwise, a product of more than two 
elements will be assumed to be left oriented. That is, xix2 . . . xk denotes 
{ ... cblx2hl --k-I)& 
THEOREM 3. If L is a Moufang loop with L* = { 1, e}, and if {x1, . . . . x,} 
is a minimal set of generators for L, with XT = e, then every element g of L 
may be expressed in a unique way in the form g = e’x”;‘xy.. .x:, where 
O<a, a1, . . . . a, < 1. 
Proof By Theorem 1, e is central and so L2 is normal in L. Since L’ = 
A(L) = L2, L/L* is an elementary abelian 2 group generated by 
xip, . . . . x,~, where p: L + L/L* is the natural map. 
For g in L, g~=(~~~)“‘...(x,~)~~=(x~~...x~)~, for some a,, . . ..a., 
with O<a,, . . . . a,, < 1. But then (x~‘x~...x~)-‘gEker~= {l,e}; so, since 
e is central, g = (xTlx;*. . . x>)ea = eaxy1xi2.. . xz, where a = 0 or 1. 
To show uniqueness if g = esxf1x9 e ..xBfl with fl. # a. for some i then 
let k be the largest such i and, without idss of generality, assumd that 
ak = 1 and bk = 0 (and ai = pi for i > k). But then, 
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so that 
Xk = (&yc;lx”22 . . . x21 I) ~ ’ (gxflxp ..xfy). 
But then, since e = XT, xk E (x1, . . . . xk _, ), contradicting the minimality of 
the generating set. Hence, ai = pi for all i. But then e’ = 8, so a = fl and the 
uniqueness is established. 1 
LEMMA 4. If L is a Moufang loop with L2 = { 1, e}, and ifg, h, and u,, 
u2, ..-, uk are elements of L such that g = hu,u, . . uk, then g = 
e”h(u, u2 “‘uk), where eB=nlGr<ssk (h, u,, us). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. 
For k = 1, there is nothing to prove. 
Suppose the result is true for k, and suppose g = hu, . . uk+ 1 = 
(hu, . . uk)uk + I . Then, by the induction hypothesis, g = [e6h(u, . . . uk)] uk + 1, 
where es = JJ, Gr<sGk (h, u,, u,). Since e is central, 
g = e”f [MuI -k)l”k+l) 
= e&(h[(u, . ..Uk)Uk+l[(h. UI “‘“k, uk+l)} 
=e * h(Cu, 
{ 
k 






e”=e’ n (h, u,, u~+~)= 
r=l 
as required. I 
LEMMA 5. Zf L is a Moufang loop with L2 = (1, e}, and fg, h, and ul, 
u2, . . . . uk are elements of L such that g = u, u2 . . . uk, then 
k,h)= I”r (Ur,h). n (u,, U,,h). 
r=l l<r<sCk 
Proof Again we proceed by induction on k. 
If k = 1, the result is obvious since no associators appear. 
Suppose the result holds for k. If g = u, ... uk+ i, then, by (8), 
= (u, . ..ukth)(u.+,, h)(u, “‘uk. uk+l, h). 
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By the induction hypothesis and (9), this is equal to 
rfil t&h). n (%,%,h)*tUk+l,h). fi (U,,Uk+l,h) 
1 <r<sCk r=l 
k+l 
as required. 1 
From Theorem 3, we know that each element g of L has a unique 
expression in the form g = e”xT’xy.. . x>, where 0 6 u, a I, . . . . LX, < 1. If we 
delete the xi for which cli = 0, we can write g in a unique way in the form 
g=e”x,,x. . ..x 
12 ,k, where i, < i, < ’ . . < ik. In this case, we call k the length 
of g. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that L and M are Moufang loops with L2 = { 1, e} 
and M2 = { 1, f}, and suppose that {x,, . . . . x,} and {y,, . . . . y,} are minimal 
generating sets for L and M, respectively, with XT = e and y: = f: Finally, 
suppose that, for all i, j, k, 1 < i, j, k < n, the following three conditions hold. 
0) lxil = IYil 
(ii) (xi, xi) = 1 0 ( yi, yj) = 1 
(iii) (xi, xj, xk) = 1 * (yi, yj, yk) = 1. 
Then L E M. 
Proof Define 8: L + M by (e’xi, . . .x,)8 =fay,, . . . y,. By the unique- 
ness of expression, 0 is clearly a well defined bijection. 
To show that 8 is a homomorphism, we must show that, for all g, h in 
L, (gh) 8 = (gO)(he). Let g = e&xi, .. ..xi,. We proceed by induction on the 
length of h. 
If h = eB is of length 0, then, by the centrality of e and f, 
If h = eSxj is of length 1, then 
gh = (eaxzl . -.xik)(eSxj)= (ea+Bx,, .-.xik)xj. 
Suppose that i, < j<im+l, and let u=ec(+pxi,...xim and v=xi,+,...xik. 
(In order to avoid having to consider special cases in the argument which 
follows, we incorporate the case j < i, by setting m = 0 and interpreting the 
empty product xi, . . . xi, to be equal to 1; in this case, u=ea+fl and 
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u = x,, . . . xi,. Similarly, if i, 6 j, then m = k, u = g, u = the empty product 
Xi*+, “‘xi, = 1.) Then 
gh=(UXim+~ ...xik)xj= [(eYu)o]x,, 
by Lemma 4, where 
eY = n (u, X$3 Xi.,) 
m+l<r<sCk 
by (9). Thus 
gh = eyu(uxj)(u, u, xi) = eY+%(xju)(u, u, xi) 
= ey + “(ux,) u(u, XI, u) - ’ (u, 0, Xj), 
where, by Lemma 5, 
e’= fi (x,,x,). 
r=m+l 
m+,~c,,k (xGy xis, xj). 
. . 
Now, since (u, u, x,) and (u, xi, u) are either both equal to 1 or else 
are both different from 1 and hence are both e, (u, xj, u) ~ r (u, v, x,) = 1. 
Therefore, setting w  = ey + ‘( UX,), 
where, by Lemma 4 and e--I = e, 
eE = rI (w xi,, Xi,) 
m+lbr<s<k 
Thus 
gh=e a+B+Y+b+E% . . . ximxjxim+, . . . Xik 
=em+B+wxi, ~-~ximxjxim+, . ..Xik’ 
where &“=eY+‘+‘- 
-IlF=n1+1(~i,3 xj), since (xi,, xi,, x,) = (xi, xi,, xi,) and 
e2= 1. 
As a final step before applying 0, if j= i,, then we must consolidate. 
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By diassociativity, (xi, . ..xi.)xi, = (xi, .-.~~,-~)xt= (xi, -..xi,-,)ei, where 
ei = XL. Thus, in this case, 
gh=e a+P+o+ixi, “‘Xi,-,xi,+, “‘Xik. 
In either case, we now have gh in standard form, and we can apply 0. 
+p+wYil “‘YimY,Yim+l “‘Yik 
if j=i, 
otherwise. 
On the other hand, (gO)(hO) = (Fyi, . . . y,)(fPyi). Replacing e by f and 
x by y in the argument above, each step of the argument carries through, 
and we get 
if j=i, 
otherwise, 
where f4 = JJf 
x3 = 1, y; = 1, 
=m+i (Yi,, Yj) and f”=yk. But Ixi,,,(=(yimI, SO either 
in either case, 
and {=$=O or else xk=e, y.k=J and [=$=l. Thus, 
4’= II/. Also, from condition (11) of the Theorem, either 
(xi,, xi) = (yi,, yi) = 1, or else they both differ from 1, in which case 
(xir, xi) = e and (y,,, yj) = f, so that q5 = CD. Thus, (gh)O = (gO)(hO), and the 
proof is complete for h of length 1. 
Now suppose that (gh)O = (gO)(hO) for all h of length m, and let h = 
e B xj;..xjm+, =uxjm+,, where u is of length m. Then gh = g(uxjm+,) = 
(gu)xj,+,(g, u, xj,,,+l) = (&u)xjmfl, where eA = (g, u, xjm+,) = 
nl= I nr= I (x,,, xjz, xj,,,+,), by (9). Let o = e”gu. Then, by the argument 
above, (gh)O = (oxi,+,) = (vO)(xj~+,O). And, by the induction hypothesis, 
II0 =f”(gO)(uO), so 
by the “length 1” argument above. But 
since either (y,,, yjS, yjm+,) = (xi,, xjS, xi,+,) = 1 or else neither is 1, in which 
case (xi,, xjsv xjm+,) = e and (Yi,, yjs, Yj,,,+,)=J Thus, (gh)O=f2”(gO)(he)= 
(gO)(hO), and the proof is complete. 1 
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Before we proceed to the main result of this section, we need one more 
lemma concerning commutators and associators in code loops. 
LEMMA 6. rf M= Z, x V is a code loop with factor set 4 and if 
x = (a, ~1, y = (h u), and z = (c, w) are elements of M, then 
x2 = flW4 
(x, y) =fu.“‘2 
(x, y, z) = f”‘“.“,“‘, 
where f = (1,O). 
Proof: Using (7) and then (6), 
x2=(fj(u u) O)= !!f! 0 3 9 
( > 4’ ’ 
and so 
lb4 fll”ll/4 = (1, ())ll~ll/4 = -, 0 =x2, 
( > 4 
Also 
x * y = (a + b + b(u, u), u + 0) 





so that (x, v) =fu’“‘*. 
Finally, 
since &v + u, 0) = 0 
(x*y)*z=(a+b+q5(u,v)+c+$(u+v,w),u+u+wj 
=(a+b+c+qb(u,w)+4(u,u+w) 
+ c(z4, u, w), u + u + w) by (6) 
= [(a, ~1 * (b + c + 4(u, WI, 0 + ~11 * (44 0, w), 0) 
= [x * (y * z)] * f”“~“~“‘, 
so that (x, y, z) = f’(“,“~‘“), as required. 1 
We are now ready for the main result of this section. 
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THEOREM 5. A finite loop L is isomorphic to a code loop if and only if 
L is a Moufang loop with IL*] < 2. 
Proof. If L is a code loop, then Griess proved that L is Moufang and 
as we observed in the proof of Lemma 6, for any x = (a, u) in L, x2 = 
($(u, u), 0) = (0,O) or (1, O), so that IL21 < 2. 
To prove the converse, suppose that L is a Moufang loop with IL*1 < 2. 
If(L2)=1thenforanyx,yinL,(x,y)=x~2(~y~1)2y2=1andsoLis 
a commutative Moufang loop. But then, by Lemma VII.57 of [l], 
x3 E Z(L) for each x in L, and so, since x2 = 1, x E Z(L). Thus, L is an 
elementary abelian 2-group. If ) LI = 2”, let U be the vector space Zt(n-‘), 
with each vector in U thought of as consisting of n - 1 blocks of size 8. For 
i = 1, . . . . n - 1 let ui be the vector with l’s in the ith block and O’s 
everywhere else, and let I’ be the subspace of U spanned by vi, . . . . v, _ I . Let 
4: I/x V-r Z, be the trivial map, &u, V) = 0 for all u, v in V. Then it is 
easily seen that (6) holds. Finally, let A4 be the code loop Z2 x V with mul- 
tiplication given by (7). Then it is a simple matter to check that M is an 
elementary abelian 2-group generated by xi, . . . . x,, where xi = (0, vi) for 
i = 1, . . . . n - 1 and x, = (1,O). Thus L 2 M, as required. 
For the remainder of the proof, we may assume that L* = { 1, e}. By 
selecting any element x1 with XT = e and appending elements x2, . . . . x, as 
necessary, there is no loss of generality in assuming that L has a minimal 
generating set (x,, . . . . x,}, with xi =e. The argument proceeds by induc- 
tion on n. 
If n = 1, then L g C,, the cyclic group of order 4. Let V be the subspace 
of Z: spanned by u= (1, 1, 1, l), and let 4: Vx V-,2* be defined by 
&u, u) = 1 and &O, 0) = d(O, u) =&u, 0) = 0. It is easily checked that (6) is 
satisfied. Let M be the associated code loop. Then, in M, (0, u)’ = (1, 0), so 
that M = { (0, 0), (LO), (0, u), (1, u)} = ((0, u)) r C, E L, as required. 
Now suppose that the result is true for n and that {xi, . . . . x, + , } is a 
minimal generating set for L with x: 7 e. Let H = (xl, . . . . x,). Then, by the 
induction hypothesis, H is isomorphic to a code loop K defined on the set 
Z, x U, where U is a doubly even subspace of ZS,, for some s. Under this 
isomorphism, each xi corresponds to an element (aj, u,), where {u,, . . . . un} 
spans U, and e corresponds to f = (1, 0), the only possible nontrivial 
square in K. Also, since xt = e, l/u, II/4 z 1 (mod 2) by Lemma 6. 
Let r = s + 4( !j) + 8n + 7, and consider each vector u in Z; as composed 
of several blocks, B,, B,, . . . . B 
(3+n+l’ where 
B, consists of the first s coordinates of u; 
B, consists of the next four coordinates, B2 of the next four, and so on 
thru B(;); 
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and B( ) 
; +1 consists of the next eight coordinates, and so on thru B (‘;) +n; 
BG) 
+ ,I + I consists of the final seven coordinates of v. 
Let S= {(i,j)I 1 <i<j<n} and let rr be a bijection from S to (1, . . . . (z)}. 
For i= 1, . . . . n, let vi be the vector in 2; whose B, block is ui and whose 
remaining blocks are completed as follows: 
For t = n(i, j) or n(j, i) for some j, B, is a block of four l’s; 
B(;)+i 
is a block of four l’s followed by four O’s if n is even and is a 
block of eight l’s if n is odd; 
all other blocks are blocks of 0’s. 
Note that an even number of blocks B,, i > 0, contain four l’s, so that the 
number of l’s in vi is congruent modulo 8 to the number of l’s in ui. Thus 
Ilvi I I  E II”i I I  
(mod 8). 
Note also that, for i < j, the only block B,, t > 0, in which vi and vj have 
any l’s in common is the block B, for t = n(i, j). Thus the number of l’s 
common to ri and vi is exactly four more than the number of l’s common 
to ui and uj. That is, 
vi. vj = f4i. ui + 4. 
Finally, note that, for i < j < k, vi, vi, and ak do not have a common 1 in 
any of the blocks B, for t  > 0 so that the number of l’s common to all three 
of vi, vi, and vk is exactly equal to the number of l’s common to all three 
of ui, uj, and uk. That is, 
We next define the vector v,, r as follows: B, is a block of s 0’s. For each 
i,jwith 1~ii<j~n,andfort=IF(i,j),if(xi,xj,x,+,)=ethenB,=1,0, 
0, 0, whereas if (xi, xj, x,, t) = 1 then B, = 0, 0, 0, 0. At this point, all 
blocks B,, . . . . B(;) are determined. Note that, regardless of how the remain- 
ing blocks are filled in, since vi and vj have no l’s in common in the 
remaining blocks, the number of l’s common to vi, uj, and v,+ t is either 
0 or 1, depending on whether (xi, xi, x,+ ,) = 1 or e. To fill in block B(;) + i 
for each i= 1, . . . . n, let mi be the total number of l’s common to vi and v, + r 
in blocks B,, . . . . B(,,), let qi be defined by (xi, x, + 1) = e41, and let pi be the 
least nonnegative solution of the congruence mi + pi = 2qi (mod 4). Then 
the first pi entries of B 
(3 +j 
are l’s and the remaining entries are 0’s. Note 
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that the number of l’s common to ui and u,, i is now exactly mi + pi, 
which is an even number. When we have done this for each i, all blocks of 
u n+l have been filled in, except for the last block. Let m denote the number 
of l’s which appear so far (that is, in the first r - 7 coordinates of u, + i), 
let q be defined by xt+ i = ey, and let p be the least nonnegative solution 
of m + p s 4q (mod 8). Place p l’s followed by 7 -p O’s in B 
(;)+n+l. 
Then 
U n+l will have m +p l’s in all. 
Let V be the subspace of Z; spanned by ui, . . . . u,+ i. By the manner in 
which these vectors were constructed, 110~11 is divisible by four and vi . uj is 
even for each i and j. Hence V is doubly even and so, by [9, Theorem lo], 
there exists a factor set 4 which gives rise to a code loop M. For 
i = 1, . . . . n+ 1, let yi = (0, ui). Then, since /Iu,Ij E (1~~11 (mod 8), (yl)‘= 
f 11~111/4 - llu111/4 - -f -f, so that (1,O) E (y,, . . . . yn+ 1). Also, since ui, . . . . u,, i 
span V, then for any u in V at least one of (0, u) and (1, u) is in 
j;:; ;.y; Yn + 1 ). But then both are, since (1, u) = (1, O)(O, u). In other words, 
y, + i } is a generating set for M. 
Let I,+ be the isomorphism between H and K, with xi$ = zi = (ai, ui). It 
is clear from Lemma 6, that, for any 1 d i< j< k <n, zf, (zi, zj) and 
(zi, zj, zk) depend only on ui, uj, and uk, and not on a,; aj, and ak. Thus 
zf = yf, (zi, z,) = ( yi, yj), and (zi, zj, zk) = ( yi, yj, yk), and so since II/ is an 
isomorphism Ixi( = I y,l, (xi, xi) = 1 o ( yi, yj) = 1, and (xi, xi, xk) = 1 o 
(Yi3 Yj3 Yk) = l. 
Also, 
vi+1 =f 
llQ#+Ill/4- -f -f3 llm+/N4- 4 
where xi+ I =e4, so IY~+~I = Ix,+~I; 
(y,, y"+I)=fUI.~n+1/2=f(ml+P,)/2=f4,, 
where (xi, x,, i) = e*‘, so (Yi,Yn+l)=l~(Xi,Xn+l)=l; 
(y,, yj, yn+l)=fC(~~."J~".+I)) 
where c(ui, vi, u,+i)=O or 1 depending on whether (xi, Xi, x,+ i) = 1 
or e. Thus 
But then Theorem 4 is applicable, and so L ?G M, as required. 1 
Remarks. (1) In general, the dimension, r = s + 4( ‘;) + 8n + 7, chosen for 
T/ in the proof seems to be much larger than is really necessary, but it does 
make the proof easier to follow. 
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(2) The only place in the proof in which use is made of the assump- 
tion that L is Moufang is in the final step, when we appeal to Theorem 4 
to conclude that L r M. However, the construction of the code loop does 
not rely on this assumption. We therefore have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4. Let S= { 1, . . . . n} and let S2 and S3 respectively denote 
the set of 2-subsets and the set of 3-subsets of S. Let p: S + {0, 1 }, G: 
S, -+ (0, l}, and z: S3 -+ (0, l} be any mappings, with p(l)= 1. Then there 
exists a Moufang loop h4, with M2 = { 1, f} and with generating set 






if a(i,j)= 1 
if a(i,j)=O I 




z(i, j, k) = 1 
1 s(i,j,k)=O ’ 
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